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ABSTRACT
We present a novel model for validating and improving the
content and structure organization of a website. This model
studies the website as a graph and evaluates its interconnec-
tivity in relation to the similarity of its documents. The aim
of this model is to provide a simple way for improving the
overall structure, contents and interconnectivity of a web-
site. This model has been implemented as a prototype and
applied to several websites, showing very interesting results.
Our model is complementary to other methods of website
personalization and improvement.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.2.8 [Informa-
tion Systems]: Data Mining; H.4.m [Information Systems]:
Miscellaneous.

General Terms: Performance, Design, Human Factors.

Keywords: Web Mining, Website Improvement.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Web has been characterized by its rapid growth, mas-

sive usage and its ability to facilitate business transactions.
This has created an increasing interest for improving and
optimizing websites to fit better the needs of its visitors. It
is more important than ever for a website to be intuitive for
its users so they can reach effortlessly the contents they are
looking for. Failing to meet this goal can result in the loss
of many potential clients.

A website “is not simply a collection of pages, it is a net-
work of related pages” [5] and as an interconnected network
it can be viewed and studied as a graph. The information
provided by the graph organization, along with the contents
of the site and the usage data collected by the server, can be
very valuable to significantly optimize and enhance a web-
site, thus improving the quality of that site.

To the best of our knowledge, most of the existing website
mining models are focused on analyzing the usage informa-
tion of the website, but they generally do not relate this in-
formation with the contents and structure of the site. There
is an extensive list of previous work in Web usage mining
for improving websites, most of which focuses on supporting
adaptive websites [4] and automatic personalization based
on Web mining [3]. Amongst other things, using analysis of
frequent navigational patterns and association rules [5, 3].
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Following this motivation we present a model that uses the
existing information in the website, such as its link structure,
contents and usage, to help validate the website organiza-
tion and interconnectivity. The model also suggests, from
this point of view, improvements to the website’s contents
and structure, with the intention of making the contents and
link structure more coherent and straightforward for users
in general. The main contributions of our model for improv-
ing a website are: to suggest the addition of links between
similar documents, revise links between unrelated documents,
point out the most visited sets of documents so they can be
linked from the top levels of the website, and establish rele-
vant topics in the website based on the most visited clusters
of documents, so these topics can be improved in the site.

2. MODEL DESCRIPTION
Our model, was mentioned for the first time in [1], as part

of a larger and more general website mining prototype, cen-
tered on user queries. Our model analyzes the contents of a
website, based on the text found in each document and the
structure of the site, reflected by the links between pages.
This information then is processed to validate if the content
distribution in the website agrees with its link structure and
the usage data registered in the website’s access logs. Us-
ing this information several reports are generated by the
model’s prototype, which help the site’s administrator visu-
alize possible “problem areas” in the website and ways to
solve them.

Text Clustering and Link Analysis
The mining model clusters the documents in the website
according to their text similarity (the number of clusters
is determined experimentally for each site). In the cluster-
ing phase each document in the site is represented inter-
nally as a vector of words, in which each coordinate is the
frequency of that word in the document. The similarity
in this case is measured using the cosine function between
vectors, scaled according to the inverse-document-frequency
paradigm, used in Information Retrieval. It is important to
say that the clustering methodology used is a first approx-
imation to this problem, as we are considering substituting
this method for a more appropriate algorithm and also ob-
taining document clusters from the results visited by users
from the website’s internal (or external) search engines.

The clustering process is achieved using sequential bi-
sections, optimizing in each iteration the global clustering

function: max(
Pk
i=1

qP
v,u∈Si sim(u, v)), where k is the

total number of clusters, Si is the number of elements in



the i-cluster, u, v represent two objects in the cluster and
sim(u, v) correspond to the similarity between two objects.
This function was experimentally found appropriate for the
process, and is discussed in further in [2].

Sequential bisections, generate a hierarchical tree, called
a dendogram. The root node of this tree contains all of the
documents in the website. Every time a bisection is per-
formed the tree branches into smaller sets until it has as
many leafs as desired clusters. The resulting structure is
analyzed by our model to validate if documents that are
similar, such as documents in the same cluster and doc-
uments from clusters that descend from the same parent
node, have links between them. We sustain the theory that
a user interested in one document is very likely to be inter-
ested in other similar documents. In our model we propose
that these documents should be connected by links to im-
prove the structure of the website by helping users reach
more easily the contents they are looking for.

Correlation of Content and Queries
The clustering results are then compared with the informa-
tion from the usage logs of the website. These logs indicate
which clusters were the most visited by users. We propose
that the most visited clusters represent “topics” that inter-
est users, and these documents should be linked from the
top levels of the website. The usage logs also provide infor-
mation on which documents were reached by visitors from
global search engines and/or from the site’s internal search
engine. From this we can establish a ratio of documents in a
cluster visited from a search engine, compared to the num-
ber of documents visited by navigation. This model shows
possible problems, such as clusters that are very visited from
search engines but not by navigation, which indicates that
the links pointing to these clusters are not visible from the
top pages of the site or that they do not describe correctly
the contents of these documents. In this way the model
helps the site’s administrator to view these issues and find
possible solutions improving the website.

Prototype and Use Case
Our prototype was tested on several sites ranging from small
to large, from which we will discuss only one (due to lack of
space). The use case belongs to a large portal, targeted to-
wards university students. Our prototype crawled and gath-
ered 7, 514 documents, with 194, 525 links interconnecting
these documents.

The prototype generated a visualization using colors (see
figure 1) which shows the dendogram built during the clus-
tering phase and the number of links interconnecting doc-
uments inside of the different nodes. Each color represents
different levels of interconnectivity amongst documents. The
prototype also shows a detailed report with all the usage in-
formation regarding each cluster, such as: how many user
sessions visited the cluster by navigation, how many user
sessions visited the cluster using the internal search engine,
or an external search engine, and the most visited clusters
in the website. The reports also show the number of con-
nected components inside the cluster, which give a measure
of inter-cluster link connectivity.

In the cases in which the prototype has been applied, it
has helped the webmasters by to pointing out ways to im-
prove the overall structure of the website: by showing sets
of documents that belong to a same topic, but that are not

Text clustering results and comparison with the website link hierarchy
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Figure 1: Hierarchical tree and interconnectivity.

related by links, and learn which topics are more visited,
amongst other things. We have found our model specially
useful on large sites , in which the contents have become
hard to manage for the site’s administrator (even for sites
that use a content management system).

3. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this poster we have presented a new Web mining model

that correlates website interconnectivity, contents and over-
all structure. The aim of this model is to enhance a site,
making it more intuitive to its users. Our tool discovers, in
a very simple and straightforward way, new and interesting
information such as: which topics are more relevant to the
website, groups of documents that should be interconnected
to each other making easier the navigation in the site, topics
that are the most visited from global search engines (these
are topics that position the site in the WWW) amongst
other useful things. For example, the most visited clusters
represent the most relevant topics in the website, and also
clusters with a high number of visits from the internal search
engine could benefit from better interconnectivity, making
it easier for users to reach similar contents to their queries.
Our Web mining model is complementary to other methods
of website improvement and personalization and we have ob-
served no negative impact after applying the improvements
suggested by the model.

Future work involves measuring the improvements due to
the suggestions generated by the model, changing our clus-
tering algorithm to automatically determine the best num-
ber of clusters for each site, and incorporating clusters of
documents that were visited as results of similar queries.
Additionally plan to compare our tool with other web traf-
fic analysis systems.
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